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1.0 Purpose: The purpose of this Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) is to define the role 
and function of each Kanar-Zero (KZ) staff member, to ensure smooth operation of the game 
and consistency of play. This SOP will define structure, responsibility, and procedure for all 
persons in its scope 
2.0 Scope: The scope of this SOP is to encompass all persons that function as an operational 
staff for KZ. This SOP is a stand-alone document, but does yield to the K Zero LLP 
Operating Agreement, all KGE- documents, and to local, state, and federal law. 
3.0 K Zero LLP: K Zero LLP will operate this game, in which KGE will provide a venue, 
insurance, and additional assets, and CT Gaming LLC will provide creative content, KZ 
event staff, advertising, and marketing, and additional assets. The two organizations will split 
gross revenue equally, in accordance with the K Zero LLP Operating Agreement. 
4. Structure: KZ has one Gamemaster (GM) appointed by CT Gaming LLC.  The KZ 

GM has absolute control over the game mechanics and story of KZ. The KZ GM will 
appoint subordinates as needed. 

5. KZ Events and Fees 
5.1.First Event: To provide prospective members the ability to familiarize 

themselves with the activities of KZ, the first event a person attends in that 
person’s lifetime is free. 

5.2.Regular Events: Regularly scheduled KZ events will occur once a month, on 
a weekend, from 10am to 10pm. All efforts will be made to schedule events 
on Saturdays, but some Sundays may be scheduled in special circumstances.  

5.3.Regular Fees: The event fee for KZ will be $20. 

5.3.1. Reduced Event Fees: Certain actions will result in a fee reduction. Some 
Staff may also receive a reduced event fee. 

6. Rules of Play 

6.1.Rulebook: The Kanar Zero Rulebook will contain the mechanics and setting of 
the game. The rulebook will not contain any KGE or KZ policies of any kind. 
These items will be issued separate from the rulebook  

6.2.Rulebook Administration: The KZ GM will adjust and update the KZ 
Rulebook as needed for game balance and story progression. 

7. KZ Game Policies: The KZ GM sets KZ game policies. These game policies will be 
rules to be adhered to within the game of KZ. Game policies will yield to mundane 
law, the KGE- documents, the KZ-SOP 

8. Campaign Length 
8.1.Duration: The story of Kanar Zero is intended to run for three years, and 

comprise 36 one-day events. 
8.2.Conclusion: At the end of the KZ story, ownership of the creative materials 

and story will become the property of KGE Inc, for use as KGE Inc sees fit. 


